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INTRODUCTION: A GATHERING STORM

Every year the world witnesses the forces of nature running amok: an earthquake, flood, or hurricane of unusual force devastates a community, capturing the attention of the world. While no one in its path can expect to escape the wrath of such disasters, and wealth is no talisman, disasters especially afflict the poor. About half of those who have been killed by natural disasters from 1994–2003 were inhabitants of low-development countries, with less than 10% coming from high-development countries.1 Even in developed countries, disasters have a knack of finding the poor and vulnerable.2

These victims of natural disasters encounter a host of human rights violations, including "unequal access to assistance; discrimination in aid provision; enforced relocation; sexual and gender-based violence; loss of documentation; recruitment of children into fighting forces; unsafe or involuntary return or resettlement; and issues of property restitution."3 Moreover, natural disasters tend to further exacerbate the intractable vulnerability of those who find themselves at the intersection of multiple avenues of historical injustice—women and religion, for example, or minorities and housing.4 Women, who constitute a high percentage of disaster victims, are disproportionately vulnerable to human rights violations of a gen-
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eral sort as well as to gender-specific violations. Indigenous peoples, with historically close associations to their homes and lands, often with tenuous tenure rights, face similar layered challenges.

In spite of the prevalence of human rights violations following natural disasters, the conceptual framework to guide responses to such violations is not well-developed, especially when compared to, say, the human rights framework for post-conflict recovery. Given that the scale of devastation from natural disasters is increasing, addressing this omission is especially urgent. The Centre for Research on the Epidemiology of Disasters (“CRED”), for example, which maintains a comprehensive database on disasters, reports that natural disasters affected more than 255 million people annually between 1994 and 2003. While improvements in data collection and reporting techniques over the past thirty years make CRED reluctant to claim that the incidence of disasters has increased, CRED has clearly concluded that the number of people affected has increased and that the economic cost of disasters has risen dramatically—a fourteen-fold cost increase since the 1950s. In its most recent report, CRED found that “[t]here is increasingly conclusive evidence which confirms that global climate change...
will have an impact on the occurrence and magnitude of extreme events.”  According to CRED, the world is facing disasters on an unprecedented scale. Our understanding is improving regarding the extent to which human action is present in the precipitation or mitigation of natural disasters. To the individual who loses her home, the distinction may be of little immediate interest, but it is a significant factor in evaluating liability and in shaping a theory of natural disasters that, in turn, will influence the development of a human rights framework. From the set of human rights in jeopardy following a natural disaster, this paper concentrates on the right to housing, an established but evolving right under international law. The recovery of housing is essential to a community’s recovery. In addition to the centrality of a home in the lives of families, housing represents 60–70% of the total building stock of a community. Moreover, the longer the displacement, the greater the risk of human rights violations.

Although post-disaster work is not a strictly linear process, it tends to move in overlapping periods: it begins with emergency response; moves to restoration or repair; then to replacement of capital stock; and, finally, to a commemorative, betterment, and development reconstruction period. Individuals experience these stages at different times, depending on post-disaster conditions, as some disaster victims require greater infrastructure development prior to being able to return to their community. This paper explores the period of restoration and replacement, with a specific focus on permanent housing.

Generally, those with access to resources before the disaster continue to have access after it has subsided, and they are usually the ones to build in the best locations following a return to the community area. By contrast, the poor face significant challenges to recovery after natural disasters, challenges that are often exacerbated by existing vulnerabilities to human rights violations and economic exploitation. For example, a study of the Indonesian province of Aceh undertaken two years after the Indian Ocean Tsunami found that the poorest and most marginalized groups – squatters, women-
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headed households, and orphans — were still facing a crisis.\textsuperscript{18} The report specifically cited land-rights as a serious concern still in need of resolving.\textsuperscript{19} Difficulty accessing government disaster grants by the poor, denial of government-administered loans, and redlining by insurers are likely to contribute to an alteration of New Orleans’s racial make-up following Hurricane Katrina.\textsuperscript{20}

Leaders in the non-governmental organization (“NGO”) community have noted the need to strengthen the attention to human rights in post-disaster reconstruction.\textsuperscript{21} While one would hope that a human rights framework guides international aid organizations, these organizations are not, in fact, directly subject to the international human rights treaties. Indeed, there has actually been growing concern within the NGO community regarding international aid organizations and their unintentional complicity in human rights violations following natural disasters.\textsuperscript{22} It has been charged, for example, that people with fewer resources receive less attention from aid organizations, and receive aid later than people who have more resources.\textsuperscript{23} A fact-finding mission to Tamil Nadu, India, and Sri Lanka following the Indian Ocean Tsunami found that rehabilitation efforts were based on convenience and agency competency, rather than what was actually needed by the victims.\textsuperscript{24} In the last few years, however, key initiatives have emerged to imbue the disaster response community with a rights-based ethos.

One of these initiatives is the United Nations Inter-Agency Standing Committee’s Operational Guidelines on Human Rights and Natural Disasters (“IASC Guidelines”).\textsuperscript{25} Operating within a human rights perspective, the Guidelines take a comprehensive view of the needs of people affected by natural disasters, and emphasize that people who become displaced still
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maintain their rights. The rights the Guidelines address range from the protection of the life and security of the person to housing, religion, and electoral rights. Another key initiative specific to housing rights is the United Nations Principles on Housing and Property Restitution for Refugees and Displaced Persons, commonly known as the Pinheiro Principles. Endorsed by the Sub-Commission on the Promotion and Protection of Human Rights in 2005, the Pinheiro Principles introduced a new framework of restitution not present in the IASC Guidelines.

Considering housing recovery from a rights perspective describes situations not simply in terms of human needs, or of development requirements, but in terms of society’s obligations to respond to the inalienable rights of individuals. It empowers people to demand justice as a right, not as charity, and gives communities a moral basis from which to claim international assistance where needed.

Just as health has been described as a matter of rights, rather than as a hand-out, and the people who receive health services recognized not as “objects of charity or targets of social engineering” but as “agents who have a role to play in the definition of programs, policies and decisions that directly bear on their own well-being,” the same can be said for housing restoration. Considering housing recovery from a rights perspective shifts the moral framework for action from charity to justice: “what was once understood as ‘charity’ becomes ‘justice’ from the corresponding duty-holder.”

Why tamper with a system that brings forth such an outpouring of goodwill and compassion; that unites men and women in a common understanding of the human condition? Why risk undermining that caring with the rhetoric of rights? The answer lies in the escalating need, in the growing scale of disasters, in the limited effectiveness of the current approach to restore housing for the most vulnerable. It also lies in the belief that charity and justice are not mutually exclusive, dichotomous concepts, but pow-
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ful and complementary human motivations. Charity is needed even as justice is sought.

I. The Right to Housing

A right to housing does not spring whole from a disaster; it is grounded in the well-established right to housing under international law. While the right to housing is among the most recognized of the economic, social, and cultural rights (hereinafter referred to as “economic rights”), this is decidedly not the same as saying that the right to housing has been realized. For the first time in history, half of the world’s population lives in cities, and the number is growing. One billion of these people, however, live in slums. Across the globe, 100 million people are homeless and 1.6 billion subsist in shelter below the minimum standard sought by the United Nations.

A. International Covenant on Economic, Social, and Cultural Rights

The fulcrum for the right to housing under international law is the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (“ICESCR”). Article 11 of the ICESCR asserts “the right of everyone to an adequate standard of living for himself and his family, including adequate food, clothing and housing, and to the continuous improvement of living conditions.” In obliging States Parties to “take appropriate steps to ensure the realization of this right,” Article 11 reinforces the ICESCR’s core Article 2(1) algorithm for implementation of all economic rights, which calls on States Parties to “take steps, individually and through international assistance and co-operation, especially economic and technical, to the maximum of its available resources, with a view to achieving progressively the full
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realization of the rights recognized in the present Covenant by all appropriate means . . . .”39

In 1985, the United Nations Economic and Social Council established the Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (“CESCR”) to help it fulfill its responsibilities under the Covenant. That Committee has released a series of General Comments over time interpreting and expanding upon provisions of the Covenant.40 Housing was the first substantive right to which the CESCR devoted a General Comment. In General Comment 4: The right to adequate housing,41 CESCR reads into the sparse language of the Covenant’s Article 11 specific aspects of the right, including: legal security of tenure, availability of essential services, affordability, habitability, accessibility, a location with access to employment, health care, schools, and similar services, and cultural adequacy.42 Helpfully, the CESCR cites “victims of natural disasters” and “people living in disaster-prone areas” as among those disadvantaged groups that should be ensured “some degree of priority consideration in the housing sphere.”43 General Comment 4’s expansive right reflects the CESCR’s rejection of housing as merely a shelter commodity and originates from its alternative rights-based conception of a right “to live somewhere in security, peace and dignity.”44

General Comment No. 7: The right to adequate housing,45 which pertains to forced evictions, is also worth mentioning. Here, the CESCR prescribes procedural protection to which any forced eviction should be subject, which includes genuine consultation with those affected, notice, information, legal remedies, and legal aid.46 The State Party is responsible for taking “all appropriate measures, to the maximum of its available resources,” to ensure alternative housing or resettlement is available.47 While natural disasters do not immediately conjure up images of state or third-party induced evictions, the notion of constructive forced eviction does have
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application where government action prevents individuals or groups from reclaiming their homes.48

International human rights law acknowledges that circumstances may militate against allowing those displaced to return to their homes. The IASC Guidelines, for example, provide for the protection of persons affected by natural disasters from the dangers of potential secondary hazards and other disaster risks.49 However, a field manual intended to aid in the implementation of the IASC Guidelines clarifies that return should only be prohibited if homes are in areas where there are “real dangers;” that such restrictions should only last as long as the dangers exist; and should only be implemented if less intrusive measures are not available.50 Prohibition must be necessary only “in the individual case” for “safety, health, disaster prevention, or the implementation of reconstruction and development schemes,” and return should be facilitated as soon as possible.51 Procedures are set forth in the IASC Guidelines to govern any necessary evictions.52

B. Other International Conventions and Declarations

While the ICESCR is international law’s core statement on the right to housing, it is not the sole pronouncement. As early as 1951, the International Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees accorded lawful refugees treatment “as favorable as possible” in regards to housing.53 In doing so, this document integrated various civil and political rights of refugees with housing and other economic rights. Similarly, the International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination (“ICERD”), predating the ICESCR by a year, identifies the right to housing as one of the rights to be enjoyed without discrimination.54 These latter treaties are of particular importance in enforcing the right to housing against States that have not ratified the ICESCR but have ratified these other important conventions. For example, when assessing recovery from domestic natural disasters, such as Hurricane Katrina, the United States’
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ratification of ICERD provides a human rights regime that can be applied.55

Treaties that focus on specific populations have also emphasized a right to housing. The International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women (“CEDAW”), in a provision concerned with women in rural areas, identifies housing as being among the adequate living conditions that are to be ensured.56 The International Convention on the Rights of the Child (“CRC”) also recognizes the right “to a standard of living adequate for the child’s physical, mental, spiritual, moral and social development,”57 and obliges States Parties to provide material assistance when needed with regard to nutrition, clothing and housing.58 Finally, the International Convention on the Protection of the Rights of All Migrant Workers and Members of Their Families provides migrant workers with equality of treatment to that of nationals in relation to access to housing.59

A full appreciation of the reach of the right to housing continues to unfold in international law. While its importance to the individual and the family has long been clear, a further collective dimension is now revealing itself.60 For example, the Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, adopted by the General Assembly in 2007, acknowledges the right of indigenous people to improve their housing and to determine housing priorities and strategies.61 This acknowledgment of a collective right to housing stems from a larger recognition that natural disasters often implicate the rights of communities, not just of individuals and families.

Overall, these binding treaties have drawn inspiration from a body of international declarations that lifts up housing as an essential right.62 In 1948, the Universal Declaration of Human Rights laid the foundation for the institutionalization of the right to housing by enumerating housing
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among the elements of the right to an adequate standard of living.\(^63\) The International Labour Organization (“ILO”) laid the cornerstone for this foundation even earlier when it declared in 1944 the provision of adequate housing among its aims.\(^64\) The ILO has continued to advance this goal in later conventions and recommendations.\(^65\)

C. Regional Systems

The right to housing is also firmly established in each of the three regional human rights systems. The Inter-American System initially wed the right to housing to the right to health in the 1948 American Declaration of the Rights and Duties of Man, stating: “Every person has the right to the preservation of his health through sanitary and social measures relating to food, clothing, housing and medical care, to the extent permitted by public and community resources.”\(^66\) The Organization’s Charter, as amended, substantially strengthened this marriage of rights by obliging member-states to devote “their utmost efforts” to accomplishing certain basic goals, including “[a]dequate housing for all sectors of the population.”\(^67\) The Council of Europe also embraces housing rights, most clearly in the European Social Charter, which obliges Parties to ensure the “effective exercise of the right to housing” and to take measures designed to (1) promote access to housing of an adequate standard; (2) prevent and reduce homelessness with a view to its gradual elimination; and (3) make the price of housing accessible to those without adequate resources.\(^68\)

Finally, while the African Charter on Human and Peoples’ Rights does not explicitly include housing as a right,\(^69\) the African Commission has read a right to shelter or housing into the Charter.\(^70\) The right to housing was established through a combined reading of Article 14, the right to property, Article 16, the right to the best attainable state of physical and mental
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health, and Article 18(1), the protection of the family.\footnote{71} By the time of the drafting of the Protocol to the African Charter on Human and Peoples’ Rights on the Rights of Women in Africa, the focus on housing was such that the right to adequate housing was explicitly included in the Protocol. With an eye on women’s land rights and access to housing, Article 16 and Article 19 were designed to address the intersection of these two historical vulnerabilities.\footnote{72}

D. Developing Norms

While each of the international conventions and declarations cited recognize housing as a right, in none of these instruments is housing the dominant consideration. Housing first began to achieve a larger degree of awareness in international law with the United Nations Conference on Human Settlements, known as Habitat, in Vancouver in 1976. Habitat, later to be known as Habitat I, produced the Vancouver Declaration on Human Settlements, which asserted the primacy of settlements in determining quality of life.\footnote{73} It placed “[t]he highest priority” on “the rehabilitation of expelled and homeless people who have been displaced by natural or man-made catastrophes.”\footnote{74} Habitat I led to the creation in 1978 of the Commission on Human Settlements (“Commission”) and its secretariat, the United Nations Centre for Human Settlements (“Centre”).\footnote{75}

At a second conference, Habitat II, held in Istanbul in 1996, 171 governments voted to adopt the Istanbul Declaration on Human Settlements\footnote{76} and the Habitat Agenda,\footnote{77} which called for renewed efforts to provide adequate shelter for all. In 2002, the United Nations effectively consolidated the Commission and Centre into the United Nations Human Settlements Programme, UN-HABITAT, which today serves as the focal point for the U.N.’s human settlement activities and strategies.\footnote{78}

In 2000, this elevated awareness of the right to housing gained further momentum with the appointment of a special rapporteur on adequate housing.\footnote{79} In his first report, issued in 2001, the Special Rapporteur broadly interpreted the right to adequate housing as a component of the right to an adequate standard of living; set out its legal status; and identified priorities

to advance it. Over time, the Special Rapporteur has raised additional concerns, with the most recent report identifying housing in the aftermath of natural disasters as an area in need of continued focus.

Perhaps the most ambitious attempt to improve humanitarian professionals’ accountability to those affected by disasters (including calamity and conflict) has been The Sphere Project, an initiative established in 1997. The Sphere Project, which involves over 4,000 people from 400 organizations in 80 countries, was galvanized by the widespread perception of a failed international response to the Rwanda genocide. Its Humanitarian Charter and Minimum Standards in Disaster Response combine a human rights framework with standards set by a consensus of key participants in the field. The standards covering shelter and settlement, however, have been singled out as being the least developed of the standards promulgated by Sphere, due to the lack of established, sophisticated policies on which to base a consensus. Moreover, the Special Rapporteur on adequate housing has found these standards to lack a strong human rights perspective.

The Special Rapporteur was supportive, however, of the IASC Guidelines, which were crafted to provide guidance to the humanitarian community—intergovernmental and non-governmental actors—responding to natural disasters. The IASC Guidelines’ criteria for adequacy of housing—accessibility, affordability, habitability, security of tenure, cultural adequacy, suitability of location, and access to essential services such as health and education—mirror the criteria in CESCR General Comment. They emphasize the speedy transition from shelter to permanent housing, and they encourage consultation and participation with affected groups and persons to ensure sustainable long-term planning.

As mentioned above, somewhat contemporaneous with the drafting of the IASC Guidelines was the development of the Pinheiro Principles.
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Named after the Special Rapporteur on Housing and Property Restitution for Refugees and Internally Displaced Persons who drafted them, Paulo Sergio Pinheiro, the Pinheiro Principles were endorsed in 2005 by the Sub-Commission on the Promotion and Protection of Human Rights. These principles spotlight the centrality of the right to restitution of housing for displaced persons and are grounded in the principle of restorative justice and restitution as a legal remedy.93

While the right to housing is well recognized in international law, hundreds of millions of the world’s poor have yet to experience its promise. As with many economic rights, “the full realization” of this right is daunting. Natural disasters present a need for housing recovery beyond that of a single individual, but not typically at the full scale of a nation’s general housing shortfall. Disasters can serve, then, as a bellwether of a state’s commitment to the housing right. If a State fails to respond to the targeted housing needs of the discrete population displaced by a disaster, coupling its resources with the funding from outside sources typically forthcoming after such events, it is probably unlikely to garner the political will to progressively achieve the housing rights of its general population.

II. THE DISASTER EXPERIENCE

Advancing the right to housing in normal contexts has never been easy; protecting that right in the face of massive displacement and the pressing need for urgent response following a natural disaster has its own set of further challenges. Yet, natural disasters also attract human and financial resources—and the tabula rasa left by the disaster arouses an inclination to rebuild better than existed before. To the individual who has lost her home, however, the prevailing emergency mindset and focused attention on new potential can have a “help strikes again” feel, as human rights are often ignored in the rush to rebuild. The rights of the individual are often dwarfed by the scale of the event and of the community-building machine. This is due in part to the way the world has tended to look at disasters and comprehend vulnerability to disaster.

A. Theories of Disaster

Favored explanations of human vulnerability to natural disasters largely shape arguments for protecting the right to housing under international law in the wake of disasters: the degree to which human intervention is seen as a causative factor, the predictability of disasters, and the vulnerability of populations living in disaster-prone locations all affect the legal approach to

recovery. In contrast, the dominant historical perspective was to depict these disasters as “acts of God” or force majeure, beyond the ken or control of humankind. While the theory of force majeure is surprisingly resilient today, the understanding of the humanitarian and scientific communities regarding the nature of disasters has changed substantially over time. With the acknowledgement that most natural disasters are not unusual to their locations and are therefore not so unexpected, especially given the development of better science, disaster theory has advanced accordingly over the past twenty-five years. This notion that disasters might be ordinary features of affected communities, however, raises questions in regards to mitigation and vulnerability.

While the classic approach to vulnerability perceived populations in disaster-prone areas as at the mercy of nature and dependent on the West for assistance, more recent examinations of land management, access to urban water systems, and community involvement in disaster management, however, have challenged this thinking, revealing political orientations as the driving forces behind narratives formerly accepted as objective scientific discourse. Amartya Sen’s seminal analysis of the vulnerability of a population to famine, for example, revealed the importance of access to economic, political, and social power in mitigating vulnerability. Sen’s analysis has application to the question of vulnerability to natural disasters, as well.
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Additionally, examinations of the human and physical aspects of globalization are also affecting natural disaster theory. Globalization, in its exacerbation of environmental degradation and access to the world market,\textsuperscript{103} is now seen as a factor in creating vulnerabilities.\textsuperscript{104} Global causal factors of both vulnerability and disaster occurrence in turn raise questions about global risk allocation and global responsibility.\textsuperscript{105} The majority of climate change losses, for example, will occur in developing countries but are ostensibly caused by greenhouse gas emissions in developed countries.\textsuperscript{106}

These developments in disaster theory have led to a reassessment of the capacity of affected populations and to calls for greater community participation in disaster mitigation and recovery.\textsuperscript{107} Community planners have long recognized that active citizen participation is integral to successful resettlement.\textsuperscript{108} The participation of those affected in decision-making has become synonymous with a rights-based approach and is in fact required under both the Pinheiro Principles\textsuperscript{109} and the IASC Guidelines.\textsuperscript{110} Community participation, however, is a concept that means different things to different people.\textsuperscript{111} Community may refer to a neighborhood, a group of men or women, or local NGOs.\textsuperscript{112} Participation may mean consultation, self-help construction, or communal meetings.\textsuperscript{113} Shifting to a truly com-
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community-oriented participation model has proven to be a difficult transformation.\textsuperscript{114}

B. Evaluating the Recovery

There is no universal indicator for the fulfillment of the human right to housing. In the broad panoply of goals in the Millennium Declaration, the one housing-related target is “by 2020, to have achieved a significant improvement in the lives of at least 100 million slum dwellers,” with the corresponding indicator being the “proportion of households with access to secure tenure.”\textsuperscript{115} An expert group organized under the auspices of UN-HABITAT and the Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights has proposed a set of housing rights indicators that include such factors as: sufficient living area; percentage living in permanent structures in compliance with building codes and bye-laws; proportion of households with access to potable water; homeless persons per 100,000 population, over a five-year period; and a number of other items.\textsuperscript{116} While housing indicators such as these—proposed for the assessment of general advances in housing rights—can shape our thinking, they are too generalized to apply directly in the context of disaster recovery, largely because they were not designed for that purpose. Unfortunately, the post-disaster housing response sector remains in its infancy, lacking globally endorsed policies and globally agreed-upon definitions.\textsuperscript{117} It has yet to produce its own indicators.

The IASC Guidelines and the Pinheiro Principles both identify important measures intended to lead to the recovery of housing and to protect rights while housing is being restored. A human rights approach to housing recovery must be concerned, however, with both the outcomes and the process.\textsuperscript{118} It is one thing for rights to be protected in the process of responding to a disaster, but that does not guarantee that individuals, families, and peoples will actually have homes at the end of that process. A thorough assessment of the protection of the right to housing following a disaster would consider both the extent of the disaster and the ongoing status of implementation or enforcement—the number of displaced persons.

\textsuperscript{114} Note the observation that there has been “an over-romanticism of beneficiary participation, with little understanding of how to achieve it” in OCHA, Scoping Study, supra note 16, at 19. See U.N. Econ. & Soc. Council [ECOSOC], Comm’n on Hum. Rts., Human Rights and Extreme Poverty, ¶ 55, U.N. Doc. E/CN.4/2006/45/Add.1 (March 27, 2006) (prepared by Arjun Sengupta) (citing complaints received during mission to U.S. that state and municipal committees established to recommend reconstruction of New Orleans were not representative).
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whose housing has been restored—at important subsequent stages. Ideally, the assessment would also take cognizance of the status of housing rights in the affected community prior to the disaster: its availability, affordability, habitability, and the other aspects addressed by the CESCR’s General Comment 4.119 While the assertion of a human right should not be limited to its historic position in a community, that position will inform an understanding of the infrastructure available and the remedial work necessary to support the right during the rebuilding efforts.

Mary Comerio has identified six factors important in evaluating a disaster from a housing perspective.120 The first factor that should be evaluated is the amount of housing damage relative to the overall damage caused by the disaster. This evaluation serves as an important indicator of whether the commercial sector remains adequately robust to fuel economic recovery. Subsequent factors include the damage to rental units versus owner-occupied units; the degree of habitability; the value of the losses and the cost to rebuild; the measure of damage concentration (which helps to target recovery efforts and funding); and, finally, the assessment of local conditions. Assessing, for example, social and economic data, ratio of housing costs to average income, etc. helps to predict the kind and magnitude of assistance likely to be needed.

The second evaluative factor, damage to rental units, deserves particular discussion, as the importance of distinguishing rental housing from owner-occupied units has received too little attention in disaster recovery literature and law. Renters have been called both the easiest and the hardest households to return to permanent housing. They are the easiest if unaffected rental units are available in the area—since they are not dependent on a particular property—and they are the hardest when there is no available rental housing.121 Renters and rental property owners use very different algorithms in determining whether a particular property should be rebuilt, with owners typically focusing on whether they are able to raise rents to finance the cost of redevelopment or uninsured losses.122 An additional worrisome reality is that rental properties often have a more difficult time in accessing recovery programs due to program conditions or to the complicated ownership structure of the housing.123

Given that it is typically the poorest individuals and families who occupy rental housing,124 the redevelopment of rental units is of great importance.

---

119. See General Comment 4, supra note 41.  
120. See COMERIO, supra note 11, at 38–45.  
122. See COMERIO, supra note 11, at 40–42, 240.  
124. See OCHA, Scoping Study, supra note 16, at 32.
from a rights perspective. Distressingly, governments and NGOs tend to see rental housing as within the private sector and thereby leave some of the lowest-income individuals and families at particular risk. Renters—often the poorest members of a community—suffer disproportionately as a result.

While a number of indicators could be teased from this analysis of efforts in the housing and disaster fields, three of these indicators seem particularly helpful to understanding the housing recovery experience: the speed to recovery; the community profile; and procedural indicia, such as levels of community participation and access to due process. First, speed to recovery—the raw number or percentage of destroyed homes replaced or returned to habitability over time—is an important threshold measure in protecting housing rights. Indeed, “speedy” transition from temporary or intermediate shelter to temporary or permanent housing is one of the three housing statements in the IASC Guidelines. While any human right should be afforded as soon as possible, the restoration of damaged housing stock has an inherent need for speed: as with any unoccupied property, vacant homes and dwellings stand as wasting assets and are of less and less value as time slips away. The availability of housing stock is also essential for community and livelihood development. Further, the longer individuals and families remain in temporary shelter, the more susceptible they are to attendant human rights violations.

Second, comparison of the community profile before and after the disaster is an important indicator of levels of achievement in providing access to housing for all segments of the population. Thus, the measure of success should also incorporate and reflect the actual return of individuals to their homes, and the return of the most vulnerable, in particular.


126. See OCHA, Scoping Study, supra note 16, at 32, 56; see also Comerio, supra note 11, at 78–81 (noting in an analysis of earthquake recovery in the U.S. that renters are not likely to be aided by many of the financing schemes for housing recovery); but see People’s Leadership in Disaster Recovery: Rights, Resilience and Empowerment, supra note 6 (describing program in Ban Nam Khem to help renters without claims come together as a community and rebuild).

127. See IASC Guidelines, supra note 5, § C.5.1.

128. Speed is a relative term, however. It has been noted that the restoration period following a disaster tends to last ten times as long as the emergency period, and the replacement reconstruction period about ten times as long as the restoration period. One review of Hurricane Katrina based on this formula predicts a restoration period of eight to eleven years, and the Tsunami recovery could be comparable. See R.W. Kates et al., Reconstruction of New Orleans after Hurricane Katrina: A Research Perspective, 103 Proc. Nat’l Acad. Sci. U.S. 14653, 14655 (2006), available at http://www.pnas.org/cgi/reprint/103/40/14653.

129. One analysis shows that post-hurricane regions, for example, experienced dramatic growth during the six-to-ten year recovery period, resulting in substantially more population and housing units than prior to the disasters, but the growth was socially uneven. See James R. Elliott, What’s Next? Vulnerability and Post-Disaster Recovery 3 (Nov. 2007) http://www.populationenvironmentresearch.org/papers/Elliott_post-disaster.pdf.
Finally, the participation of the community and the availability of mechanisms for due process and complaints redressal provide qualitative indicators of current levels of respect for the rights of the individual. Notably, both the Pinheiro Principles and the IASC Guidelines emphasize the importance of community participation in recovery efforts. The Pinheiro Principles, for example, include a number of safeguards designed to ensure access to housing, within which participation in decision-making by those affected is explicitly noted. Similarly, the housing guidelines in the IASC Guidelines for housing also highlight participation by affected groups in planning and implementing housing programs. Thus, the common denominator between these two key documents is active participation by affected communities in recovery initiatives.

A reasonable composite indicator of housing rights in disaster recovery, then, might include: the percentage of houses rebuilt at the second anniversary and annually thereafter; the profile of the returned population at those same dates in comparison with the pre-disaster community profile; and the procedural safeguards of community participation in recovery efforts and the availability of due process mechanisms. Recognizing that preceding conditions influence recovery from a disaster, the actual targets for these indicators would ideally be calibrated to reflect not only the extent of the disaster, but also the pre-disaster status of housing, as well.

C. Applying the Indicators

Despite existing evaluations of response to specific disasters, the housing recovery field largely lacks longitudinal studies on the effectiveness of its methods. Two roughly contemporaneous recent disasters—the Indian Ocean Tsunami in December 2004 and Hurricane Katrina in August 2005—have passed their three-year anniversaries and provide useful examples of current approaches. Reviewing the recovery from these two disasters also allows a glimpse into the differences and similarities of approaches in developed and developing nations.

While Hurricane Katrina affected a large part of the Gulf Coast region of the United States, its most devastating consequences were evidenced in the flooding visited upon the city of New Orleans, causing about 1800 deaths and property loss estimated at $75 billion. The Indian Ocean Tsunami, by contrast, spread its misery across 14 nations, resulting in the loss of over...
200,000 lives, primarily in Indonesia, Sri Lanka, India, and Thailand, and rebuilding costs were estimated to be in excess of $10 billion. Each of these disasters displaced about two million people for some period of time.

**Speedy Recovery**

The Indian Ocean Tsunami destroyed or seriously damaged 580,000 houses. Housing recovery has occurred at a respectable, but varied, pace. While 213,000 homes had been built or were under construction in the Indonesian province of Aceh, one of the areas most devastated by the Tsunami, in Tamil Nadu, another particularly affected area, a U.N. two-year progress report noted that only 14,639 new houses had been handed over, of a total of 54,653 that had to be built—just over 25% recovery at two years.

The definitive reporting effort on the Tsunami recovery is the Joint Evaluation by the Tsunami Evaluation Coalition (“TEC”), established in July 2006. The TEC was formed shortly after the Tsunami by a group of over forty key aid agencies—including the United Nations, donor governments, and NGOs—which, recognizing the historic proportion of the disaster, pledged early on to set new standards of accountability and transparency and to evaluate the relief and recovery effort. The TEC report cited numerous problems; key among them was a growing frustration within the affected population as the relief phase shifted into the recovery phase. A primary cause for the dissatisfaction was a perception that NGOs were not keeping promises. For example, the report noted that, while some 25 agencies and donors, including some major organizations, had committed to providing 50,000 housing units, building for only 500, collectively, had begun by the time of the report.

---

136. See, e.g., Reuters AlertNet, supra note 134 (number of people displaced by Hurricane Katrina); Reuters AlertNet, supra note 135 (number of people displaced by Indian Ocean Tsunami).
138. See id. at 7.
139. See id. at 7.
141. See id. at 68.
142. See id. at 71.
143. See id. at 69. A separate survey in Aceh province in August 2005 found that the greatest need for communication was in regard to housing, with an amazing 100% of respondents citing this. See IMOGENE WALL, WHERE’S MY HOUSE? IMPROVING COMMUNICATION WITH BENEFICIARIES: AN ANALYSIS OF INFORMATION FLOW TO TSUNAMI AFFECTED POPULATIONS IN ACEH PROVINCE 4 (2005), http://
Hurricane Katrina also has passed the three-year mark. When it struck the Gulf Coast of the United States in August 2005, it resulted in far fewer deaths than the Indian Ocean Tsunami, but caused comparable displacement and greater economic loss. One hundred fifty thousand houses and 43,000 rental units were damaged in New Orleans.\textsuperscript{144} Recovery efforts for U.S. disasters are principally addressed by the Stafford Act, which established the Federal Emergency Management Agency ("FEMA") as the single point for federal disaster coordination.\textsuperscript{145} Among its extensive disaster relief provisions, the Stafford Act allows for up to eighteen months of housing assistance.\textsuperscript{146} FEMA also maintains authority to provide grants that can be used for housing repairs. The adequacy of these grants and FEMA's performance in general, however, have been the subject of domestic litigation.\textsuperscript{147}

One year after Katrina, an impressive 50\% of the pre-disaster households had returned.\textsuperscript{148} By year three, the city population was back to 72\% of pre-storm levels.\textsuperscript{149} Complicating this return, however, was the fact that 70\% of the affordable rental housing units in New Orleans had been damaged and rendered unavailable by Hurricane Katrina.\textsuperscript{150} Over 40,000 affordable rental units, out of a total of 86,000, experienced severe or major damage.\textsuperscript{151} For those units that were available, costs soared. The fair market rent calculated by the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development ("HUD") for a two-bedroom apartment rose from $676 per month prior to Katrina to $978 two years later,\textsuperscript{152} a rise of 45\%. The severe damage to rental units and spike in rental costs was significantly problematic, given the higher percentage of renters in New Orleans. Indeed, apartment rebuilding is of particular concern in New Orleans, given that it accounts for over half of all households.\textsuperscript{153}
Moreover, HUD’s decision not to renovate a substantial portion of the public housing units previously available for rent further hindered return for individuals and families who had been renting prior to the Hurricane.154 The primary government agency responsible for housing policy in the United States, HUD, uncharacteristically operated the public housing in the City of New Orleans prior to the Hurricane, under an administrative receivership.155 Its decision to demolish 4500 rental units has been extensively criticized by New Orleans tenants.156

Community Profile

From a rights perspective, equally important to the actual restoration of housing is the profile of those returning. For example, of the approximately 200,000 people who had not returned to New Orleans by the one-year mark following the Hurricane, 70% of them were African-American and 38% lived below the poverty line.157 Even at the two-year date, those who were able to rebuild with private funds or insurance proceeds were more likely to have returned than those who were dependent on government assistance programs to rebuild.158 The Lakeview district, for example, largely white and middle-class, has seen significant recovery, while the historically African-American Lower Ninth Ward district has experienced minimal levels of resident return.159 Federal decisions on the level of fortification of the levee system profoundly affect the ability of areas like the Lower Ninth Ward to rebuild.160

Assessing the profile of the returning population is also particularly important given that the population immediately returning after a disaster can greatly influence or shift political power and consequent decision-making.161 The U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development projected that the African-American population in New Orleans would decrease from a pre-Katrina level of two-thirds to a post-Katrina level of...
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35–40%.\textsuperscript{162} This is potentially problematic, given that New Orleans was not a city of parity prior to the Hurricane,\textsuperscript{163} when it had the second-highest concentration of African-American poverty in the United States.\textsuperscript{164} The poverty rate was over 23\% in the New Orleans parish, the seventh highest among large American counties.\textsuperscript{165} In addition, New Orleans had a lower rate of home ownership than the national average—55\% in the affected area.\textsuperscript{166} Consequently, when 38 of New Orleans’s 47 extreme-poverty census tracts were flooded,\textsuperscript{167} more individuals were left dependent on the decisions of others, especially owners of rental units, when it came to rebuilding.

The profile of the returning population is more difficult to evaluate across the wide expanse of the Tsunami affected region. Discrete studies have documented, though, that inadequate attention was given to women, the elderly, and children.\textsuperscript{168} These studies also conclude that the rich received more assistance than the poor in government compensation programs and in aid to property owners versus renters.\textsuperscript{169} In Sri Lanka, for example, there were reports that government policies prohibiting new construction within 100 meters of the mean sea level were granting exceptions for property developers and hotel development, thereby dramatically changing the demographics of the coastline.\textsuperscript{170} Similarly, human rights reports assessing Tsunami related recovery have raised concerns about “environmentally protected zones” in Thailand and a “safe island” program in the Maldives that threaten to further displace communities that inhabited these areas prior to the Tsunami.\textsuperscript{171}

\textsuperscript{162} See Cannon, supra note 159, at 108. \textsuperscript{163} As an historical note, the U.S. Supreme Court’s perhaps most notorious decision, Plessy v. Ferguson, 163 U.S. 537 (1896), upholding racial segregation under a “separate but equal” doctrine, arose out of a Louisiana case. The U.S. Supreme Court finally overturned this decision in 1954 in Brown v. Board of Education, 347 U.S. 483 (1954). \textsuperscript{164} See Berube & Katz, supra note 2, at 1. \textsuperscript{165} See id. at 2. \textsuperscript{166} See Cong. Res. Serv., Hurricane Katrina: Social-Demographic Characteristics of Impacted Areas 23 (2005). These figures are more dramatic when analyzed by poor and non-poor households, where home ownership figures were 27\% and 62\% respectively. See id. at 24. \textsuperscript{167} See Berube & Katz, supra note 2, at 24. Areas with little or no flooding were 46\% African-American and 25\% poor. See Kates, supra note 128 at 5; see also Sherrie Armstrong Tomlinson, No New Orleansians Left Behind: An Examination of the Disparate Impact of Hurricane Katrina on Minorities, 38 Conn. L. Rev. 1155 (2006). \textsuperscript{168} See TEC Evaluation, supra note 140, at 75 (noting that ”in general the needs of vulnerable groups (women, the elderly and children) tended to be overlooked or were not met at the pace or scale expected”). \textsuperscript{169} See id. \textsuperscript{170} See Leckie, supra note 21, at 1-2. \textsuperscript{171} See ActionAid Int’l, Tsunami Response: Human Rights Assessment 18 (Jan. 2006), http://www.reliefweb.int/rw/RWFiles2006.nsf/FilesByRWDocUNIDFileName/SODA-6LMSS-tsunami_HR01.pdf/$File/tsunami_HR01.pdf.
Community Participation and Access to Due Process

Apart from measuring the speed of recovery and comparing the pre- and post-community profile, an assessment of housing recovery must evaluate whether the state’s actions following the disaster actually respected rights in the process. While emergency measures may be required and public safety may preclude rebuilding in certain areas, safeguards against violations of human rights are still required. Whether affected residents can participate in decision-making and whether residents have access to due process are two proxies for determining whether rights were respected during the recovery process.

A fact-finding mission in 2005 found that relief and rehabilitation processes in Tamil Nadu and Sri Lanka following the Indian Ocean Tsunami evidenced a “glaring disregard” for human rights. Women were seen as bearing the brunt of the disaster, yet policies developed after the disaster were cited as having actually increased discrimination against women. Overall, the needs of vulnerable groups were not taken into account, the right to participate in recovery efforts was not respected, and accountability for governments and NGOs was lacking. Reports urged agencies to follow a rights-based approach, upholding the principles of non-discrimination, equality, and gender-sensitivity, and cited a “clear and urgent” need to develop further guidelines and to agree on a timeline for the provision of permanent housing.

In New Orleans, the local government housing rebuilding strategies, based on expropriation, condemnation, and eminent domain, raise serious concerns regarding the right to housing and require diligent due process attention. Recent amendments to Louisiana’s State Constitution impose new restrictions on government’s expropriation of private property and expand “just compensation” requirements for such “takings.” These amendments appear to limit the existing statutory authority of the New Orleans Redevelopment Authority (“NORA”), a lead agency in the government’s redevelopment efforts. Previously, expropriation of property could occur if an administrative hearing officer determined it to be blighted; now a taking must remove a threat to public health or safety. The constitutional amendments further frustrate government’s intentions to transfer ex-

172. See HABITAT INT’L COALITION, supra note 24, at vi.
173. See id. at 69.
174. See David A. Marcello, Housing Redevelopment Strategies in the Wake of Katrina and Anti-Kelo Constitutional Amendments: Mapping a Path Through the Landscape of Disaster, 53 LOY. L. REV. 763, 771 (2007). The constitutional amendments were not inspired by Hurricane Katrina, but rather are consistent with similar actions of other states to counter a recent landmark U.S. Supreme Court decision in Kelo v. City of New London, 545 U.S. 469 (2005), upholding broad use of eminent domain by the government to expropriate private property.
175. See Marcello, supra note 174, at 773–74.
propriated property to new owners by restricting disposition of such properties.\textsuperscript{176}

An alternative redevelopment strategy is to seize properties with delinquent real estate taxes. The City of New Orleans anticipated transferring 2,500 such properties to developers following Hurricane Katrina.\textsuperscript{177} In the context of a natural disaster, however, the use of this governmental power, which avoids constitutional just compensation requirements, must be accompanied by extraordinary due process. Although owners do have a right to redeem seized property for some period of time,\textsuperscript{178} the extenuating circumstances of a disaster make this safeguard, standing alone, unsatisfying. As a practical matter, the possibility of redemption and the complications of gaining clear title to the property have made this a far less frequent event than the city envisioned.\textsuperscript{179}

Both disasters covered here—the Indian Ocean Tsunami and Hurricane Katrina—were massive, and subsequent recovery challenges were daunting. Yet, both elicited an outpouring of support and financial resources that set a high expectation for recovery.\textsuperscript{180} Judging simply from a third anniversary snapshot, the housing recovery results have been credible for both disasters, with over two-thirds of the New Orleans’s households returned, and apparently between one-half and two-thirds of households have been returned across the Tsunami affected area. Perhaps the greatest challenge in the recovery of housing, however, arises not from acts of commission—land grabs and forced resettlements—but from acts of omission. The respective after-maths of both Hurricane Katrina and the Indian Ocean Tsunami reflect a failure to focus adequately on the particular needs of the most vulnerable, especially those who did not own their housing prior to the disaster and who are especially dependent on the rebuilding decisions of others. Given the complexity of vulnerability in the disaster context, there is clearly a need for a more visible rights perspective. The next, and final, section will evaluate the legal framework necessary to achieve that.

III. A Legal Framework for Housing Recovery

The current human rights framework does not contemplate victims of natural disasters in any comprehensive way. Especially in regards to housing rights, victims of natural disasters are a conceptual appendage to a syst-

\textsuperscript{176} See id. at 776; Thomas, supra note 144, at 855.
\textsuperscript{177} See Marcello, supra note 174, at 794. This effort was a renewal of pre-Katrina attempts to redevelop abandoned property.
\textsuperscript{178} See id. at 792.
\textsuperscript{179} See id. at 795.
\textsuperscript{180} The international response to the Indian Ocean Tsunami was substantial, with about $13.5 billion in aid. See TEC EVALUATION, supra note 140, at 16, 80. The international aid included $5.5 billion from the general public in developed countries. See id. at 81. The TEC report calculated total funding at $7100 for every affected person. See id. at 21.
tem designed for victims of conflicts. As the notion of vulnerability to a
disaster has shifted, our legal framework of duty has not kept pace. Where
once vulnerability centered on exposure to unknowable forces of nature, it
now must recognize the linkages between disaster vulnerability and access
to economic, political, and social power.\footnote{See supra notes 100–101 and accompanying discussion.} Disaster victims float in the
interstices between duty and bad luck, between justice and charity. Respect
for human rights requires that we identify a legal framework that can ad-
dress the implications of discrimination, poverty, and vulnerability.

A. The Stepchild of Conflict Law

The international law that applies in the event of a natural disaster—to
label it “natural disaster law” would credit it with more intentional juris-
prudence than is warranted—is substantially dependent on the law that has
developed to address post-conflict situations. Protections afforded to refu-
gees from conflicts have been extended to persons internally displaced by
conflicts, and from there to those displaced by natural disasters. Conse-
quently, persons displaced by natural disasters can find themselves relying
for protection on provisions that arose out of very different types of events
and which may inelegantly apply to disaster scenarios.

To the extent that housing after disasters is visible in international law,
it is in the Pinheiro Principles, whose beneficiaries—“refugees and dis-
placed persons”—include victims of a natural disaster. The Guiding Prin-
ciples on Internal Displacement define “internally displaced persons” to
include persons who leave their homes for reasons that specifically include
CN.4/1998/53/Add.2 (Feb. 11, 1998).} and this definition has also been incorporated into the
ciples themselves do not specifically reference “natural disasters.” In fact,
the inclusion of natural disaster victims within the scope of principles cov-
ering internally displaced persons has been a subject of dispute.\footnote{See ROBERTA COHEN, KEY POLICY DEBATES IN THE INTERNAL DISPLACEMENT FIELD 4 (Dec. 4, 2006), http://www.brookings.edu/fp/projects/idp/2006_RCstmt_TESEVsiumposium.pdf.}

The Handbook on Implementing the Principles, developed by the U.N.
High Commissioner for Refugees, UN-HABITAT, the U.N. High Com-
misioner for Human Rights, and others, however, emphasizes the expan-
sive inclusion of all displaced persons within the scope of the Principles.\footnote{See IMPLEMENTING PINHEIRO, supra note 93, at 10.} It specifically cites natural disasters, noting that “[i]n some settings, the
placed are arbitrarily and/or unlawfully prevented from returning to and

181. See supra notes 100–101 and accompanying discussion.
183. See supra notes 100–101 and accompanying discussion.
recovering their homes, and/or otherwise involuntarily relocated to resettlement sites despite their wishes to return home.” In this regard, there is some evidence in the final Pinheiro report of an attempt to widen the post-conflict lens. For example, the definition of restitution in the 2003 preliminary report as “the return of arbitrarily or illegally confiscated housing” was changed in the final point to include housing “of which they were arbitrarily or unlawfully deprived.” While this detail is both appropriate and important, the emphasis of attention has been on post-conflict victims. Emphasis has not been placed on the unique needs of post-disaster victims, which are much more likely to be centered on rebuilding challenges—challenges such as government strategies to spur redevelopment that may give short shrift to the needs and rights of the poor or vulnerable.

B. Restitution

To facilitate rebuilding after a natural disaster in a way that respects the right to housing, a new legal framework is necessary. One way to respond to the losses from natural disasters is through an expanded view of restitution. While this is the approach the Pinheiro Principles take, it is a somewhat forced fit in the natural disaster context. A restitution framework is more common in post-conflict situations, where existing homes may be wrongfully occupied, than in natural disaster recovery, where reconstruction is often required.

Historically, restitution serves as the remedy in contracts and torts for unjust enrichment. The Explanatory Notes to the Pinheiro Principles define restitution as “an equitable remedy, or a form of restorative justice, by which persons who suffer loss or injury are returned as far as possible to their original pre-loss or pre-injury position.” This definition artfully avoids any explicit reference to a violation. In that sense, it accurately captures the classic concept of restitution.

While, in somewhat free-floating language, the Pinheiro Principles assert the right to restitution as “a distinct right,” this may be too expansive a reading. While a 2002 working paper on the Pinheiro Principles does speak to restitution as “a free-standing, autonomous right,” it is specifically in...
regards to restitution as a remedy for grave human rights violations.\textsuperscript{193} It might be best, therefore, to read the Pinheiro Principles as continuing to ground restitution either in unjust enrichment or in a right to reparation. Under this alternative basis for restitution, the right to a remedy, restitution is available where there is a gross violation of international human rights law.\textsuperscript{194} The Explanatory Notes refer admiringly to the Basic Principles and Guidelines on the Right to a Remedy and Reparation for Victims of Gross Violations of International Human Rights Law and Serious Violations of International Humanitarian Law\textsuperscript{195} as providing the best articulation of the right to a remedy for human rights violations.\textsuperscript{196} The Basic Principles state that restitution “should, whenever possible, restore the victim to the original situation before the gross violations . . . occurred.”\textsuperscript{197} They specifically include the return of property.\textsuperscript{198} Restitution is, in fact, the preferred remedy for displacement.\textsuperscript{199}

This approach to restitution as a remedy, however, requires a “gross” violation of international human rights law. In a conflict scenario, the state may bear direct responsibility for the loss of housing. This is a high standard to reach in the event of a natural disaster, where the initial loss is almost always, by definition, an act of God or an act of nature, even when the emerging understanding of states’ roles in creating vulnerabilities is acknowledged.\textsuperscript{200}

While it is tempting to want to stretch further the elasticity that the legal concept of restitution has demonstrated over the years and make it independently available to victims of natural disaster, it is more compelling to ensure that its application is grounded in solid legal theory. Rooting claims to restitution in unjust enrichment or as a remedy for gross violations provides a sound legal basis, but relegates it to being a less useful tool for victims of natural disasters. Only the most tendentious legal reasoning or unusual circumstances will lead to valid claims about unjust enrichment at the expense of disaster victims, as the typical disaster victim is not ren-

\begin{thebibliography}{99}
\bibitem{196} See Explanatory Notes, supra note 183, ¶ 5.
\bibitem{197} Basic Principles, supra note 195, ¶ 19.
\bibitem{198} See id.
\bibitem{199} See Pinheiro Principles, supra note 27, ¶ 2.2.
\bibitem{200} Mitigating against State liability, the Guiding Principles on Internal Displacement include within their prohibition displacement in “cases of disaster, unless the safety and health of those affected requires their evacuation.” See Guiding Principles on Internal Displacement, supra note 182, § 6(2)(d). Specific procedural safeguards apply when a displacement occurs apart from the emergency stage of a disaster. See id. § 7(3).
\end{thebibliography}
dered homeless due to an accompanying or precipitating gross violation of human rights.

Nonetheless, property restitution following displacement is a developing area. There is, indeed, an emerging new basis for restitution, in the right of refugees to return, to be repatriated, to their countries of origin. This concept has been localized to provide a right to return to their homes. Especially beginning at the end of the 20th century, for example, the Security Council asserted for refugees and internally displaced persons in certain post-conflict situations the right “to return to [their] home[s].” Similarly, the Guiding Principles on Internal Displacement place the primary duty on competent authorities “to establish conditions, as well as provide the means, which allow internally displaced persons to return voluntarily . . . to their homes or places of habitual residence, or to resettle voluntarily in another part of the country.”

Earlier drafts of the Pinheiro Principles similarly found a right to housing restitution in the right to return, and the final principles provide that the pursuit of “durable solutions” other than return do not prejudice the right to restitution. However, the right to restitution as a component of the right to return has not been applied to restoring housing for victims of natural disaster. Extending this rationale from conflict situations to natural disaster scenarios is problematic. While it may be useful where the State is arbitrarily preventing disaster victims from returning to habitable homes, or in post-conflict situations when State intervention is necessary to restore ownership of an otherwise occupied home, this ratio-
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201. See Paglione, supra note 194, at 397.
202. See Rhodri C. Williams, Post-Conflict Property Restitution and Refugee Return in Bosnia and Herzegovina: Implications for International Standard-Setting and Practice, 37 N.Y.U. J. Int’l L. & Pol. 441, 458 (2005). The underlying right to return is found in, or derived from, for example, the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, supra note 63, art. 13(2) (“Everyone has the right to leave any country, including his own, and to return to his country.”); and the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, supra note 40, art. 12(1) (“right to liberty of movement and freedom to choose his residence”).
206. See Pinheiro Principles, supra note 27, ¶ 10.3. The Principles have been criticized for evidencing a bias for the restoration of the status quo ante as the preferred outcome, in spite of evidence that return may not be optimal from the perspective of some of the displaced. See Paglione, supra note 194, at 407–08; see also U.N. High Comm’r for Refugees, Handbook on Voluntary Repatriation: International Protection, ch. 2.3 (1996), available at http://www.unhcr.org/publ/PUBL/bf6e8d32.pdf (characterizing voluntariness in return as the cornerstone of international protection of refugees in order to avoid violating the principle of non-refoulement).
nal, when standing alone, lacks the strength to compel the physical restoration of inhabitable shelters commonly needed after a disaster.

Before addressing an alternative legal framework for post-disaster recovery, it should be noted that the preceding conclusion is not meant to diminish the significance of the growing emphasis on restitution in the support of displaced persons; it is merely to say that restorative justice, and its retributive justice and transitional justice siblings, are prominent post-conflict concerns and more at home within the context of massive human rights atrocities.209 Where egregious conditions are present in natural disaster contexts, as when property developers benefit from government prohibitions against residents returning to their coastal homes, claims should be robustly prosecuted. Moreover, even if a right to restitution under international human rights law is elusive for disaster victims, the restitution goal of restoring conditions to the status quo ante should still pertain.

C. Emerging Alternatives to Restitution

If restitution is best reserved for instances of unjust enrichment or as a remedy for gross violations—situations not typical in natural disasters—and if the right to return does not today require housing reconstruction, what alternative theory might a victim of a natural disaster assert to advance the right to housing lost in the disaster?

A Right to Disaster Mitigation

It is an axiom of international human rights law that the primary duty to enforce human rights rests with the State. True to this, the Internal Displacement Principles place primary responsibility for internally displaced persons with the State. A legal argument against the State might be available under international law to victims of a disaster if the State can be shown to have breached a specific obligation that was a proximate cause of the housing loss. Significantly, pre-planning matters in disasters could be viewed as such obligations. The speed of housing recovery is improved when a pre-impact recovery preparedness plan is in place. Thus, there may come a time when failure by a State to plan for speedy and effective disaster recovery constitutes a breach of duty. There may some day be a right to disaster mitigation—a State duty to mitigate the likelihood of
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211. See Guiding Principles on Internal Displacement, supra note 182, §§ 3(1), 25(1).
212. See Jie Ying Wu, supra note 123, at 66–67.
disasters and their effect—and an institutional framework that could lead to the realization of the right. 213

Such a right could be grounded in the right to a safe environment 214 and in an increasing understanding of the linkage between human activity and natural disasters. The responsibility for effective pre-disaster planning and preparation is becoming more pronounced due to human activity. Encroachment on the wetlands of the Mississippi River Delta, for example, may have increased the magnitude of Hurricane Katrina. 215 Massive logging and the destruction of wetlands exacerbate erosion and precipitate flooding. 216 Not every natural disaster, of course, is caused by human activity, but the palette of man-made disasters is bleeding onto natural disasters, convoluting further the nature of duty and justice surrounding disaster recovery.

Insurance systems are an effective means of providing for disaster recovery and can shape future expectations. 217 This is the common approach in developed states. Disasters are known future events. We do not know exactly where they will occur, or when, but we can predict with some degree of certainty their frequency and severity. Predictable events are insurable events. In his consideration of approaches to reducing vulnerability to disaster, James Boyce explores methods for allocating scarce resources, 218 differentiating a wealth-based allocation approach from a rights-based approach. The former, an economics-driven method, is based on willingness and ability to pay. The rights-based approach, by contrast, assigns equal weight to impact across the population, regardless of wealth or social status. Boyce would create incentives for mitigation under the rights-based approach by finding liability for infringement of a right to a safe environment. An international system would help spread this risk.

213. See George Kent, The Human Right to Disaster Mitigation and Relief, 3 ENVTL HAZARDS 137–38 (2001) (calling for such a right).
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Providing an insurance program is not by itself a panacea, however.\textsuperscript{219} In fact, it can make matters worse if not thoughtfully implemented. It was the availability of federal flood insurance, for example, that led to greater development in danger zones in Louisiana in the years before Hurricane Katrina.\textsuperscript{220} A further challenge to a risk or insurance approach is that vulnerability is not an objective term—communities and individuals assess risk differently.\textsuperscript{221} People likely to be affected by disaster may weigh differently the risk of dependency on external support for their livelihood as compared with the risk of a disaster.\textsuperscript{222} Risk assessment is even further complicated by the common failure to effectively engage those affected by disasters in relevant decision-making.\textsuperscript{223} Consequently, others apply their own assessments of the risk.\textsuperscript{224}

A risk framework requires that we examine who bears the risk of the event and, in particular, the assumption of risk implications. The defense of risk assumption is seldom levied against those initially displaced, but it is often lurking around the logistics of rebuilding. For example, the wisdom of rebuilding New Orleans, a city located below sea level, following Hurricane Katrina, has been challenged more than once—notably, by those who seem to have no reservations about rebuilding on earthquake-prone fault lines in California. Asking whether the poor have assumed the risk of a natural disaster by living in a disaster-prone area, however, is only inoffensive if they have realizable alternatives.\textsuperscript{225}

We are still some distance from being able to assert a right to disaster mitigation, but increased recognition of the right to a safe environment and of the linkages between vulnerability to disasters and human activities may someday close that gap. While its future is twinned with that of environmental rights generally, environmental proponents could strengthen their case by bringing natural disasters—and impelling human activity—more fully to the front and center.

\textit{International Community Responsibility}

In addition to a State responsibility to protect against natural disasters, the international community, too, has a substantial role pertaining to natural disasters. Environmental concerns, including preparation for natural di-
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sasters, cry out for international planning and cooperation. The lack of a coordinating mechanism for the international community’s housing recovery work, in particular, has been identified as a serious shortfall, especially given the magnitude of the sustained investment that such a framework requires.

The responsibility of states to provide international assistance is nonetheless gathering momentum. One of the key lessons the International Strategy for Disaster Reduction has drawn from the Indian Ocean Tsunami is that, as natural hazards increasingly span borders, their management requires global cooperation. This echoes one of the findings from a world conference on disaster reduction convened in 2005 in Kobe, Japan, which identified a need to enhance international and regional cooperation and assistance in disaster risk reduction.

Under emerging political doctrine, when a state is unwilling or unable to protect its citizens, an international responsibility to protect arises that trumps the principle of non-intervention in a sovereign state. Recently, there have been arguments that the responsibility to protect extends to international intervention in post-disaster situations. This is a helpful line of reasoning for our purposes, as the responsibility to protect specifically includes a responsibility to rebuild.

The past two decades have seen continued international will to advance economic rights, despite the difficulty of doing so and the dramatic changes in international economic development. In 1987, international jurists crafted the Limburg Principles to inspire further progress, recognizing that market and non-market economies and centralized and decentralized political structures all had work to do. Ten years later a group of experts developed the Maastricht Guidelines to build upon those earlier Principles. The Guidelines specifically noted that the realization of economic
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rights depends significantly on state action. These analyses of the implications of global economic movements on human rights can, for example, shape how we think about an appropriate international response to phenomena like global warming. The responsibility to protect doctrine, however, is still in an early developmental stage. Whether it matures and affords protection for victims of disasters will depend in large part on the will of the international community to recognize new limitations to state sovereignty.

D. Non-Discrimination

Despite these new theories, the responses that do occur do not adequately prevent the disparate impact that the poor experience in trying to recover from a disaster. While new theories are gaining ground, we should use the tools we have. International law is replete with prohibitions against discrimination. ICERD is of particular interest because it does not require a showing of intent in its prohibition of discrimination and discriminatory effect. Currently, State action in disaster planning and recovery fails to prevent such a disparate impact when it comes to housing restoration for those affected by disasters. A disproportionate burden is felt by the poor and other marginalized sectors of the community, a burden that often leads to sustained human rights violations, especially when prior vulnerabilities, such as gender, race, or income levels, and natural disasters intersect.
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There are systemic changes that could alleviate the discriminatory impact that the poor experience. For example, financial programs for recovery, which are especially important for the poor,241 oftentimes fail to assist all sectors of society evenly. How housing is financed and insured influences the capacity to recover from any subsequent disaster.242 Mary Comerio’s thoughtful pre-Katrina analysis of U.S. disaster policies concludes that they “often create more problems than they solve in catastrophic urban disasters.”243 While her recommendations for policy change are not human rights focused, she acknowledges that a “hard-hearted market-driven model[ ]” is unacceptable.244 She contends that public assistance should be redirected away from homeowners with limited damage, which constitute the largest U.S. assistance programs, and toward restoration of public infrastructure. Recognizing that rental housing is an important community resource, she also argues for creating special relief for rental property owners.245

Today, ICERD appears to be routinely violated in the context of housing recovery following natural disasters. Indeed, the examination of the property rights of displaced persons, which led eventually to the Pinheiro Principles, originated with a 1997 proposal by CERD.246 Perhaps it is time, now more than a decade later, to do more than acknowledge the significant contributions the Pinheiro Principles are making to the field generally. We now need to launch a new examination that focuses specifically on the housing rights of natural disaster victims.

**CONCLUSION**

The right to housing is well established in international law, most famously in the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, and also finds a place in a number of other international and regional human rights instruments. Oddly, however, there is no ready human rights framework that protects the rights of the thousands of individuals and families who dramatically lose their homes every year to natural disasters.

In disaster housing recovery, today, victims of natural disasters are largely invisible in the housing rights framework. The Pinheiro Principles show a way forward, building on the legal principle of restitution, though
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restitution—as a remedy for unjust enrichment or for a gross violation of international human rights law—is more readily applicable to the victims of conflict, the original motivation for development of the Principles. The recent extension of restitution to refugees as a component of the right to return may hold the most promise for natural disaster victims, though it currently lacks the muscle to compel housing recovery.

An alternative framework, which finds a right to disaster mitigation that includes specific housing rights, is also in its infancy. Its eventual acceptance is linked to environmental rights generally and to an understanding of the causative or aggravating effect of human action on natural disasters specifically. Raising questions about the international obligations of states, this approach will require a global perspective. While the responsibility to protect doctrine is already preparing the way for that conversation, victims of natural disasters need to be drawn more fully into the story.

The need to advance the conversation is upon us. The storms are indeed gathering. The number of people disasters affect and the economic cost of disasters have been dramatically rising. The incidence of those categories of disasters that are particularly destructive to housing, such as floods, is expected to increase further. Human rights are seriously jeopardized during displacements, especially for those already living at the margins of communities. With housing representing two-thirds of the total building stock of a community, the recovery of housing is essential to the community’s recovery. Developing a crisp human rights framework for the recovery of housing lost to disasters is an urgent priority.

Evidence over the past three years shows a respectable pace of housing recovery following the Indian Ocean Tsunami and Hurricane Katrina. The generosity of people and states around the globe, the commitment of a dedicated natural disaster recovery community, and the persistent human spirit of those affected by these disasters account for the successes. However, the post-disaster story is very different for those living in poverty or who are otherwise marginalized than it is for those with access to resources. A more robust human rights framework could change this story.

There is evidence today that the discriminatory effect that ICERD prohibits is present in the recovery of housing for those affected by disasters. CERD’s identification of discrimination in post-conflict situations led it to call for a comprehensive review of that subject in 1997, leading to the eventual development of the Pinheiro Principles. A parallel review, focused on the unique conditions that natural disasters occasion, is warranted today. It has the potential to accelerate the advance of a housing rights framework that would facilitate housing recovery and, in the end, promote justice.